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Metropolis 2
A UNIFIED APPROACH TO AIRSPACE DESIGN

This document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 892928 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
This document describes software implementations of the three concepts developed in WP4, ready
for simulation, testing, metrics evaluations and scenarios input.
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1 Introduction
This document is the deliverable D4.2 – Software implementations of the concepts -- developed in
WP4 of the Metropolis 2 project. The concepts address both strategic and tactical deconfliction of
the drone traffic over urban areas. The concepts differ in the degree of centralization (Figure 1):
•

The Centralized concept considers the system in which U-space acts as a separator: in the
strategic phase, the drone routes are (pre-)planned so that, as long as drones follow their
flightplans, at any moment of time the distance between any pair of drones is greater than
the minimum allowed, meeting robust separation criteria and eliminating the need to invoke
UAVs onboard equipment.

•

The Hybrid concept takes a balanced approach between procedural separation (e.g., two
drones on different routes can be deemed separated without needing to check their
positions in real time), and tactical separation (in which case the surveillance tracks must be
separated beyond defined separation minima).

•

The Distributed concept predominantly relies on tactical separation.

The three concepts are used to assess the most effective balance between strategic and tactical
separation.

Figure 1 Illustration of the three competing concepts developed in Metropolis 2
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2 Common software elements
All concepts are implemented in Python for the open-source BlueSky simulator developed by TU Delft
https://github.com/TUDelft-CNS-ATM/bluesky. The goal of BlueSky is to provide everybody who wants
to visualize, analyse, or simulate air traffic with a tool to do so without any restrictions, licenses, or
limitations. It can be copied, modified, cited, etc. without any limitations. BlueSky is meant as a tool to
perform research on Air Traffic Management and Air Traffic Flows. Figure 1 shows an ATM scenario in
BlueSky.

Figure 2 BlueSky screenshot running an ATM scenario

BlueSky was augmented to enable its use for simulating small aerial vehicles in an urban environment.
The autopilot was improved with several commands suitable for rotorcraft, as well as with a better
ability to follow streets more accurately. These changes are all incorporated in the main version of
BlueSky at https://github.com/TUDelft-CNS-ATM/bluesky.
The city of Vienna was chosen as a simulation location for the Metropolis 2 project due to the
availability and openness of data (streets, buildings, population statistics), as well as the organic yet
well connected street network. Thus, the more dense, central area was designated as “constrained
airspace”, i.e., airspace in which aircraft must fly above streets. This is surrounded by an open airspace
area. For the constrained airspace area, building data was extracted to account for potential intrusions
during simulations. Geofenced areas (such as parks) were created in open airspace. The resulting
Founding Members
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environment data (Figure 3), created and modified using QGIS (https://qgis.org) is stored as geo-data
packages (.gpkg) or graph modelling language packages (.graphml), available for use by concept teams,
as well as used within BlueSky for geofence intrusion detection and data gathering.

Figure 3 Experiment urban environment.
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3 Centralized concept
The traffic management system has been implemented in Python to use together with the BlueSky
simulator; the code is available at https://github.com/undefiened/m2_ground_concept_routing . The
street network is managed with networkx library https://networkx.org/: StreetNetwork class turns the
network into a directed graph on which our algorithms are run.
Loss of separation is detected using pyclipper library https://github.com/fonttools/pyclipper.
Python’s-mip (https://www.python-mip.com/ library is used to solve the Integer Program for assigning
drones to layers; the library is not limited to a particular IP solver, and can use commercial products
such as Gurobi as well as free (as in “freedom”) open-source solvers such as CBC -- thus, our
implementation will work with any supported solver. The majority of the code for layer assignment
can be found in the RoutePlanner class.
The code for computing drone trajectories using a time-expanded network is located
in the PathPlanner class. Tactical deconfliction is implemented as a plugin for the BlueSky simulator;
code related to tactical conflict resolution is located in the GroundConflictResolution class.
Figure 4 shows drone traffic separated with the Centralized concept.

Figure 4 Screenshot from the implementation of the Centralized concept. The drones are green dots with the
labels
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4 Hybrid concept
The Hybrid concept is implemented in BlueSky as a series of BlueSky plugins. The full code can be
found here: https://github.com/vriesv/bluesky/tree/master/plugins/m2
The hybrid concept consists of three main components:
•

Airspace structure (static)

•

Centralized pre-flight strategic conflict management algorithms

•

Decentralized in-flight tactical conflict management algorithms

The relationship between the three components of the Hybrid concept can be seen below:

Figure 5: Relationship between the main components of the Hybrid concept

Figure 5 shows that the strategic algorithm is not directly connected to the tactical algorithm.
Nonetheless, the strategic algorithm is aware of the actions taken by the tactical algorithm on drone
flight plans. This is possible because the intent of all drones is continuously updated and available in
the U-space traffic information service to which all drones are publishers and subscribers, and the
central authority is a subscriber. This feedback mechanism ensures that the strategic algorithm takes
into account the actual situation in the air when computing future flight plans. Both algorithms take
into account the constraints posed by the airspace structure when planning routes and computing
resolutions. This chapter provides a high-level description of the software implementation of the
Hybrid concept. The reader is referred to D4.1 for more specific details on the design of the Hybrid
concept.

4.1 Airspace Structure
In the constrained airspace, the airspace deisgn is based on the street layout. In the uncontrained
airspace, a radial network is used. Because the airspace design is static (does not vary in time), it is precomputed and implemented in BlueSky as a text file. The text file contains the locations of the nodes,
and the directions of the incident edges. The horizontal pattern is repeated in the vertical direction to
Founding Members
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create a set of layers. Both the strategic and tacitcal algorithms can access the airspace structure text
file when performing their respective functions. The airspace design is visualized in the figure below:

Figure 6: Static airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept

4.2 Centralized pre-flight strategic conflict management
The centralized pre-flight strategic conflict management algorithms aim to prevent as many conflicts
as possible before take-off. It does this by taking advantage of the airspace structure, and adjusting
user preferred flight plans. The strategic algorithm takes into account the current state of the
airspace when computing flight plans. As such, it runs in real-time during the simulation. It uses three
conflict resolution strategies:
•

Re-routing

•

Speed changes

•

Departure delays
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The logic for these algorithms are implemented as BlueSky plugins. The figure below indicates logic
used to select the appropriate strategic resolution algorithm.

Figure 7: Logic used by the strategic algorithm to determine the appropriate conflict resolution strategy prior
to take-off

The strategic algorithms are implemented in BlueSky as a series of plugins. The following figures
illustrate the functioning of the strategic algorithm. Here the re-routing strategy is used. The
conditions for this illustrative scenario are as follows:
•

2 Drones

•

Same take-off time

•

Same origin/destination
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Figure 8: Example illustrating the re-routing resolution strategy of the strategic algorithm

4.3 Decentralized in-flight tactical conflict management algorithms
The decentralized in-flight tactical conflict management algorithms resolve any conflict that could
not be prevented by the strategic algorithms, for e.g. due to wind. It consists of the following main
components:
•

•

Conflict Detection
o

State-based with intent filter

o

Conflict probe to prevent the selection of resolutions that trigger new conflicts

Conflict resolution
o

7 different strategies
§

Climb into resolution layer

§

Velocity Matching

§

Hover in the resolution layer

§

Temporally level off

§

Climb/Descend into resolution layer + velocity matching

§

Climb/Descend into resolution layer + hover

§

Multi-aircraft conflicts using velocity matching

•

Trajectory recovery to return to the route computed by the strategic plan after conflict

•

Tactical route re-planning to deal with:
o

Delays due to conflict resolutions (compensated through speed change)

o

Violations of dynamic geo-fences (the route from the current position to the
destination will be re-computed on board the drone taking into account the
constraints posed by the airspace structure.
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All four of these components are implemented in BlueSky as separate plugins. The relationship
between the conflict detection, conflict resolution and trajectory recovery plugins are illustrated
below:

Figure 9: Relationship between the main algorithms of the tactical side of the Hybrid concept

The conflict resolution strategy that is used for each conflict depends on a number of factors
including the flight phases of the conflicting drones. The following figure illustrates the ‘Climb into
Founding Members
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resolution layer’ strategy which is the primary conflict resolution method used for conflicts between
cruising aircraft.

D2 and D1 are cruising at an altitude of 310 ft. D2
is faster than D1.

Conflict Detected

D2 has lower priority and resolves by climbing to
the resolution layer at 340 ft

D2 overtakes D1 in the resolution layer

D2 starts its descend to its original cruising layer
altitude of 310 ft once the overtake is completed.

D2 recovers its pre- conflict altitude and route.

Figure 10: Illustration of the ‘Climb into resolution layer’ strategy used by the tactical side of the Hybrid
concept
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5 Decentralised concept
The decentralised concept makes use of several software modules for its implementation, presented
in Figure 11. These can be divided into two categories: pre-simulation processing (airspace structure
and path planning) and modules that run during the simulation (flow control, navigation and tactical
separation). The airspace structure is based on the street network data extracted from
OpenStreetMap, and was processed using the aforementioned networkx python library. This was
performed by making use of optimisation algorithms to allocate one-way directions and vertical layer
configurations to all streets. Path planning then makes use of the airspace structure to plan a bath for
each
individual
flight.
The
code
for
these
is
available
here:
https://github.com/amorfinv/M2_test_decentralised.

Figure 11 Decentralised concept module diagram.

Flow control, tactical separation and navigation are implemented as BlueSky plugins. The first imposes
speed limits in areas with high aircraft densities in order to reduce congestion and the conflict
probability. The tactical separation module intervenes when an imminent conflict is detected (via
state-based detection) and implements a speed-based or altitude-based deconflicting manoeuvre.
Lastly, the navigation enforces the layered airspace structure and rules, and ensures that aircraft slow
down and ascend/descend within a turn layer for turns. The plugin implementations for these modules
within BlueSky are available at https://github.com/andubadea/bluesky/tree/M2CR.
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Figure 12 Decentralised concept plugins routing aircraft in an area of Vienna.
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